1.5.4. The emerging use of Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) for 3D analysis of sediment structures and internal flow processes
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Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) can be used for 3D analysis of small-scale porous media structure and internal flow-related processes. It offers notable advantages over traditional sediment sampling (e.g. cores or surface-based scanning) as it is capable of high spatio-temporal resolution of the full 3D volume, including the sub-surface. Similarly, compared to X-Ray tomography, the extensive catalogue of MR pulse sequences typically provides: faster capture for imaging dynamic fluid processes; greater flexibility in resolving chemical species or tracers; and a safer radiation-free methodology. To demonstrate the relevance of this technique in geomorphological research, three exemplar applications are described: porous media structure of gravel bed rivers; measurements of fluid processes within aquifer pores and fractures; and, concentration mapping of contaminants through sand/gravel frameworks. Whilst, this emerging technique offers significant potential for visualizing many other 'black-box' processes important to the wider discipline, attention is afforded to discussion of the present constraints of the technique in field-based analysis.
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Introduction

Traditional geomorphological techniques for analysing small-scale sediment structure are typically constrained to 1D or 2D approaches, such as coring, photography etc. Even where more advanced techniques are available (e.g. laser displacement scanning), these tend to be restricted to imaging the surface of the sediment bed in a manner preclusive of true 3D analysis of volumetric space and the sub-surface particle characteristics and packing arrangements. Using Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) overcomes these limitations, providing researchers with a technique with which to provide novel 3D spatio-temporal data on the internal structure of opaque porous media and the related fluid exchange and chemical reactions occurring within.

To date, MRI has been widely applied in the study of both porous media and mass transport phenomena in research disciplines such as biomedicine, separation science, food science, well logging, physical science, rheology, chemical engineering and petroleum engineering. This breadth of applications is well demonstrated in publications such as Huerlimann et al. (2008) and Fantazzini et al. (2011). Given that these studies have proven MRI’s capability to non-invasively study sediment structure, advection and diffusion processes, molecular dynamics and chemical reactions, the technique is increasingly drawing attention from researchers involved in sedimentology and geomorphology. Recent examples include: monitoring porosities in geotechnical composites (Tyrologou et al. 2005); identifying sedimentary structures in seabed cores (Bortolotti et al. 2006); determining the permeability of rock fractures in aquifers (e.g. Nestle et al. 2003a); analysing the wetting of clays via diffusion (Vogt et al. 2002; Ohkubo & Yamaguchi 2007); visualising the mechanics of granular flows and fluidised
beds (e.g. Kawaguchi 2010); and assessing river bed structure (Kleinhans et al. 2008, Haynes et al. 2009). Whilst application of MRI to sediment research is recognised to be a science in its infancy, maturation of this technique may offer geomorphologists crucial quantitative insight into many of today’s black-box sediment systems. This technical note therefore focuses on the current strengths and weaknesses of MRI, using examples directly relevant to geomorphology to highlight its capability and future potential.

Magnetic Resonance Imaging

The theory of magnetic resonance

Certain nuclei (¹H, ¹³C, ²³Na, ³¹P etc.) possess spin angular momentum, and hence a nuclear magnetic moment, or “spin”. Though many nuclei can give an MR signal, only hydrogen nuclei (¹H) found in water (in its liquid form) provide sufficient signal for the practical use of MRI for sediments. When ¹H rich samples are placed in a static magnetic field (Figure 1), B₀, they become polarized, resulting in a net magnetisation aligned (i.e. longitudinal) with the magnetic field. The net magnetisation exhibits precession about the static magnetic field at the Larmor Frequency, and will absorb and emit RF radiation at this resonant frequency.

By using an RF coil (Figure 1) tuned to resonate at the Larmor frequency, short pulses of RF radiation excite the nuclear spins, tipping the net magnetization into the plane transverse to B₀. The precession of this transverse magnetization then induces an alternating current in the RF coil, giving the MR signal. Further, using magnetic field gradient coils (Figure 1) to linearly vary the magnetic field across the sample causes precession to occur at slightly different frequencies at different locations across the sample; this labels the spatial position of the nuclei and is the basis of MRI.

One important type of image in MRI is relaxation weighting, where the net magnetization returns to equilibrium following an RF pulse. This is described by the loss of transverse magnetisation (T₂ transverse relaxation) and the return of longitudinal magnetisation (T₁ longitudinal relaxation). T₁ and T₂ relaxation can result from the close proximity of fluid molecules to the pore surface, thus the time of relaxation reflects the spatial scale of the pore space. At higher magnetic fields (>10MHz) T₂ relaxation is also affected by magnetic susceptibility broadening where fluid molecules diffuse through the internal magnetic field gradients (produced by magnetic susceptibility difference between the solid and fluid). These relaxation times can be shortened by paramagnetic contrast agents, thus enabling time-lapse imaging of fluid-related transport processes within porous media. An alternative MRI image for fluid transport analysis is a Pulse Field Gradient (PFG); this uses a pair of magnetic field gradients pulses to encode for molecular displacements, enabling the measurement of diffusion, dispersion and velocity imaging. For a more detailed explanation of the physics of these types of images and general theory of NMR, the reader is referred to Levitt (2002) or Callaghan (1993).

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of an MRI machine illustrating the concentric arrangement of coils (360°) and magnet.

Image Acquisition

The three gradient coils permit data acquisition in any orientation as 1D profiles, 2D slices or 3D volumes. The raw MRI dataset is a complex Cartesian grid with units of reciprocal space, which is termed k-space. For sediment-pore-fluid related research it is a volume which is of interest, hence the 3D k-space is inverse 3D Fourier transformed and the magnitude taken so as to produce a 3D image (MRI) which is spatially recognisable on an x, y, z co-ordinate grid of voxels (i.e. 3D pixels). Whilst areas of the image where nuclei are mobile (e.g. fluids) return a signal
and are observed as bright regions on a grey-scale spectrum, regions of solid fail to return a signal and appear black. Figure 2 illustrates this process, culminating in 3D data of the internal structure of the sample volume which can be quantitatively analysed using standard image processing software packages.

Figure 2: Example of image reconstruction, including (A) k-space signal, where the white signal indicates the presence of $^1$H nuclei; (B) Fourier-transformed signal into spatial 3D volume of sediment immersed in water, as generated using ImageJ software.

**Examples of use**

To date, MRI has been used for a number of sedimentological analyses in a wide range of disciplines (see review papers of e.g. Mantle & Sederman 2003; Werth et al. 2010). Despite this, it is still considered an ‘embryonic’ technique for geomorphological investigation and three relevant exemplar topics are briefly explored below.

**Porous media structure**

Grain packing arrangements and pore size distributions are well studied using dynamic MRI (e.g. Baldwin et al. 1996; Baumann et al. 2000; Sederman & Gladden 2001; Sederman et al. 2004), including recent examples specific to geomorphology (e.g. Bortolotti et al. 2006; Kleinhans et al. 2008; Haynes et al. 2009; Haynes et al. 2012). River bed structure analysis is one such research arena where high strength MRI (3T–7T) has been used to yield 3D volumetric images (resolution 300-500µm) of water-worked sediment patches or artificially-generated packed columns comprising sediments of 0.5-22.5mm diameter (Kleinhans et al. 2008; Haynes et al. 2009; Haynes et al. 2012).

Image thresholding procedures, based on the signal intensity of each voxel, were applied in order to separate the grey-scale image into local regions of solid and fluid. Subsequent analysis included: (i) accurate measurement of grain axial dimensions, made possible if isotropic voxels are acquired such that the data set can subsequently be re-sliced in any orientation; (ii) porosity and void ratio measurements, taken as bulk averages of each horizontal slice of the volume space; (iii) description of fine sediment infiltration spatial patterns of sealing and siltation processes (Figures 3a and 3b); and (iv) porosity-based descriptors appropriate to resolving the surface-subsurface transition of river beds. These papers indicate that accuracy in measurements is dependent on the size of particles relative to that of the image resolution; typically <1% error can be achieved. Such outputs clearly highlight the particular benefit of visualising the subsurface structure and illustrate the potential of MRI in fluvial sediment research, ranging from active layer processes and armour layer development to changes to hyporheic exchange processes.

**Fluid processes**

Single and multi-phase flows have been analysed over a range of scales using MRI, including research into rock fractures, sediments and simplified bead packs (e.g. Baumann et al. 2000; Sederman & Gladden...
Aquifer-related research undertaken by Li et al. (2009) mapped water flow velocities in cm-diameter cores of sand packs (0.2-0.8mm grain diameter) and natural carbonate limestone cores extracted from the field. Data clearly demonstrated preferential flow routes local to high permeability channels in the samples, with calibrated velocity data indicating 0.9mm/s in sand and 0.2mm/s in rock fractures. Similar research has been undertaken in coarser porous media (particle diameter ~5mm) where direct imaging of flow velocities up to 150mm/s have been measured in artificial bead pack arrangements (e.g. Sankey et al. 2009; Sains et al. 2005) placed within bespoke MR-compatible flow columns (details can be found in the respective papers). Here, 2D and 3D visualisation images of flow fields are presented over a range of scales from full samples (cm) to individual conduits (µm), clearly demonstrating complex flow structures such as high speed channels, stagnant zones, vortices at conduit confluences and back-flow. Such examples of MR sequences are continually being advanced to reduce image acquisition times towards real-time acquisition of 3D Cartesian component velocity (e.g. Bock et al. 1995; Sederman et al. 2004; Li et al. 2009) and shear stress images (e.g. Sederman & Gladden 2001; Swider et al. 2007). Yet, data on the porous structure can also be used to indirectly simulate the internal permeability (Figure 4) or flow field (e.g. Mantle et al. 2001) using numerical models superimposed onto MRI datasets.

Figure 3a: Grey-scale (un-thresholded) MRI data slices (2D) of fine infiltration into a gravel framework following water-working. Image (A) shows sealing, where coarse sand deposits confined to the upper layers of the bed. Image (B) shows siltation by fine sand throughout the sample depth with isolated and interconnected voids present on the underside of gravel particles. Image adapted from Haynes et al. (2009).

Figure 3b: Post-processed MRI data (3D volume) indicating kaolin deposition (red) within a 10mm gravel framework (yellow). Remaining pore spaces are shaded grey. This follows 10 days of clogging at 50ml/min and average sedimentation rates of 0.54g/hour. Pipe diameter was ~100mm with flow entering via a perforated plate (left of image). Images generated using Avizo software, courtesy of J. Minto, University of Glasgow.
Contaminant & nutrient tracing

Due to its importance in hyporheic habitat, aquifer processes and environmental remediation, it is important to highlight that MRI studies have demonstrated the feasibility of using $T_1$ and $T_2$ relaxation times to analyse the mobilisation, transport and adsorption of paramagnetic ions (e.g. Gd$^{3+}$, Fe$^{3+}$, Cr$^{3+}$, Cu$^{2+}$) within the porewaters of saturated sediment matrices. Here, MRI is possible at micromolar concentrations of heavy metal solution (e.g. Nestle et al. 2003a and b; Ramanan et al. 2012). The most recent example of this is analysis of the transport behaviour of different iron-oxide based nanoparticles (NP) within saturated heterogeneous gravels (3.5mm grain size). Using 7T field strength, Ramanan et al. (2012) used $T_2$-weighted images to track the local concentration of NP and its transport through a closed-conduit flow column with a time-lapse interval of 5 minutes between captured images (Figure 5). This provided quantitative spatio-temporal data of NP transport inhibition caused adsorption of NPs onto gravel surfaces of opposite charge; this data was also employed in estimating and validating the coefficients of dispersion and retardation within a numerical convection-dispersion model. This indicates excellent potential for using MRI for wider contaminant tracing, leaching analysis, doping for sub-surface flow process studies, and flow model parameterization and validation.

Wider potential for geomorphology

It is recognised that the examples included above are far from an exhaustive list of possible MRI applications relevant to geomorphology. Other measurements of sediment structure of either a surface or, of particular merit, the sub-surface volume include: pivoting angle; grain orientation; pore throat radii; and, strata depths (e.g. Haynes...
et al. 2012). Similarly, time-resolved imaging shows potential for analysing flow related processes using bespoke image sequencing or paramagnetic contrast agents, *inter alia*: surface-subsurface flow interactions; biological colonisation and growth in pores; monitoring faunal movements in the benthic / hyporheic zone. Such fluid-based research is dependent on the development on appropriate MR-compatible flow chambers (e.g. Ramanan et al., 2012) constructed out of non-magnetic materials. Previous studies have employed closed conduits of vertical (e.g. Figure 5) or horizontal orientation fully-packed with material and subjected to pressurized flow. However, collaborative research funded by the Carnegie Trust for the Universities of Scotland is underway (in 2013) to investigate the viability of constructing bespoke MR-compatible open-channel flumes for flow-sediment research (Figure 6). The intention is to provide in-situ, dynamic and fully-coupled 3D flow-sediment data for the detailed description of bed evolution (surface and sub-surface) under a range of forcings.

**Strengths and Weaknesses**

**Strengths of MRI**

The examples above indicate that MRI is of particular benefit to geomorphologists where small-scale samples (such as representative cores of centimetre scale) require analysis for: (i) 3D sediment arrangement; (ii) sub-surface sediment structure/stratigraphy; (iii) or sub-surface flow. At present, MRI is complementary with core-based sampling approaches to field investigations in geomorphology; the structural integrity of the core is maintained during grain-scale analysis via MRI, thus minimising uncertainty of sample structure and permitting multiple or repeat tests (e.g. stratigraphic followed by permeability analysis) post-imaging.

Some preliminary research has been undertaken specifically comparing MRI to other commonly employed techniques for sediment investigation. Haynes et al. (2012) contrasts MRI to high-resolution laser displacement scanning over small-scale patches (cm-scale); this specifically focuses on the benefit of MRI data of sub-surface bed structure for porosity analysis and accurate modelling of surface topography.

**Figure 6:** Trials of a bespoke MR-compatible open-channel flume (100mm rectangular cross-section) within the bore of the 7T MRI system at Glasgow's Experimental MRI Centre. All flume components and fixings within the MRI room are Perspex, made water-tight via rubber seals. The flow-recirculation pump is housed in a separate ante-room (due to metal components) with plastic pipes and connectors running through the wall between the pump and MRI rooms. The flume set-up shown includes a 60mm deep bed of 4mm dolomite sediments and a recirculating flow of water. At the time of press, this research is ongoing as a collaborative project between the Universities of Heriot-Watt, Glasgow, Dundee, Aberdeen & Strathclyde and funded by The Carnegie Trust for The Universities of Scotland (2013).

Similarly, it is prudent to compare MRI with 3D X-ray tomography (see Section 1.5.4 of Geomorphological Techniques) previously applied to porous media research. Here, the use of synchrotrons provides the highest energy X-rays capable of tuning photon energy to specific material types in the sample; hence Synchrotron X-ray Micromotography (SMT) is most comparable to MRI in terms of imaging capability, flexibility and resolution (µm-scale). Detailed information, including the science underpinning the SMT technique and its advantages, can be found in Werth et al. (2010); this indicates that that the relative advantages of MRI include: (i) flexibility in 1D, 2D or 3D acquisition and the scale/resolution of data; (ii) faster imaging sequences appropriate to fluid flow data capture at frequencies up to millisecond temporal resolution; (iii) greater capability to resolve
different chemical species; and, (iv) improved image contrast.

Difficulties with MRI
When MRI is considered, the following user-based set-up decisions are important. Implicitly, these can pose limitations to MRI use; this section highlights to what extent these can be minimised and, in doing so, what compromises will be made to other set-up parameters and variables:

Magnet strength and bore diameter affects the image resolution. The stronger the static magnetic field, the larger the NMR signal and the greater the potential for finer imaging resolution; however, the cost of superconducting magnets increases steeply with both field strength and bore diameter. The restriction of bore diameter may compromise sample size in terms of Representative Elementary Volume (REV). For example, whilst a 1.5T MRI machine offers bore diameter ~600mm it offers only mm-scale image resolution; conversely, a 7T MRI machine has a bore size only ~150mm (Figure 6) but image resolution of ~100µm. MRI is, therefore, compatible with field-based surface rock/sediment coring techniques which extract cm-scale samples (e.g. drilling, vacuum, freezing). Yet, future research is needed to develop methods appropriate to cutting larger samples into smaller sub-samples, compatible with the narrower MR bores of the higher strength magnets offering improved image resolution. These methods must account for possible disturbance at the cutting face in order to provide larger REVs and the potential for sub-sample images to be ‘stitched’ back together during post-processing. Similarly, recent technological advances towards human MRI “open bore” magnets may remove the bore-size constraint entirely, proving highly beneficial to future sedimentary research where larger samples require imaging. That said, it should be highlighted that this system is not yet designed to be portable nor intended to operate over very large spatial areas (such as that offered by surface-based Terrestrial Laser Scanning).

Image acquisition time is a function of the sample volume, required image resolution and relaxation time of the magnetic nuclei. For example, Haynes et al. (2009) state that doubling the spatial resolution of the image matrix increases the number of voxels (3D pixels) by $2^3$ and increases the scan time by a factor of 4. Thus, to achieve the same signal-to-noise ratio would require scan durations 32 times that of the original. High resolution scanning can prove expensive in terms of facility hire time, with even small cores (Ø100mm x 100mm) taking nearly a day to scan in their entirety at ~100µm resolution. In addition, the sediment framework needs to be immobile during this period, which precludes dynamic trials such as pore-clogging during the scan. Kleinhans et al. (2008) therefore illustrated how the signal intensity within each voxel may be used to increase the resolution of analysis, without increasing image acquisition times; detailed analysis of uncertainty is provided in their paper

Sediment geochemistry will dictate the magnetic susceptibility of the sample. Where materials contain a range of transition metal species, particularly iron, the relaxation times of the saturating fluid can be significantly affected by surface relaxation. In addition, at higher magnetic fields $T_2$ relaxation becomes dominated by magnetic susceptibility broadening, which can increase with the square of the magnetic field; this becomes more prominent the smaller the pore size and can make MRI extremely difficult (e.g. Haynes et al., 2009). As relaxation times depend greatly on sediment geochemistry in relation to field strength and pore size distribution, the reader is referred to Kleinberg et al. (1993, 1994) and Packer (1996) for detailed insight. Such relaxation effects are the reason ‘clean’ sediments (e.g. dolomite, limestone, sandstone and quartz) have been used in recent high resolution scanning (µm-scale); yet, it is important to note that mm-scale MRI is viable for ‘dirty’ sediments as demonstrated widely by the oil industry during the last two decades (Packer, 1996).

Access to facilities specific to non-medical MRI research is a notable challenge to the widespread use of this technique in geomorphology. Facility access is largely constrained to academic engineering and science schools, yet collaborative ventures here are broadly welcomed. This is important, as the complexity of applying this technique to non-medical research requires expert
knowledge. Typical costs are therefore in the region of £250-500 per scan.

Challenges of application to field samples

The examples and discussion provided above clearly demonstrate that MRI is an emerging technique of merit to geomorphology-related sedimentary science, in particular for grain-scale analysis of sub-surface structure and dynamic imaging of related flow-transport processes.

At present, MRI is restricted to a laboratory-based technique which is dependent upon, and appropriate to, small-scale core-based samples being extracted from the field and transported to the MRI. Whilst magnetically ‘clean’ materials may be scanned using any magnet strength, the use of low strength magnets (e.g. 1.5T or 3T) permits 3D imaging of natural sediment even where magnetic properties are present. The sensitivity of image quality and image resolution to the material type should be implicit to the choice of MR facility and associated set-up. A key challenge of the future is, therefore, to explore development of a toolbox of techniques specific to field sample analysis via MRI, including: methods of sample extraction/preservation as commensurate with solid-phase transport and fluid-state imaging; Representative Elementary Volumes in relation to the size of the bore size of the MRI facility; optimisation of magnet strength to both image resolution and sample geochemistry etc.

Whilst portable Nuclear MR (NMR) devices are mentioned in the literature (e.g. Blümich et al. 1995; Blümich 2007; Stork & Nestle 2007), modifications for MRI do not yet have evidence of field-based deployment for geomorphological research. Similarly, new open-bore MRI systems offering the potential to analyse larger samples (metre scale) have not been trialled on sediment/rock samples. Whilst combined portable and open-bore capability would be both idealistic and futuristic for field-based geomorphological purposes, this appears unlikely for a technology primarily motivated by medical application and funding. Thus, as the greatest benefits to field-based investigations are offered by portable systems, focus should be placed on how best develop future portable MRI systems in a manner appropriate to our end-user requirements. This requires geomorphologists to both, ascertain the benefits and limits of existing MRI for sediment analysis and, engage in new collaborations with the MR scientists and manufacturers to refine imaging sequences and magnet designs. As MRI use for geomorphological application is at such an early stage, the opportunities for new scientific insight and methodological development provide an exciting research arena of the future.

Conclusions

MRI offers a flexible non-intrusive technique with which to visualize and quantitatively analyse 3D internal structure and processes within an opaque porous media, including the sub-surface. Whilst this is recognised as an ‘emerging’ methodology for geomorphological research, the handful of existing studies clearly indicate the significant benefits of MRI for high resolution spatio-temporal measurement of sediment packing arrangement, porosity, permeability, fluid flow and contaminant tracing. As this approach appears well suited to a wide range of porous media environments, there exists significant scope to develop MRI sequences to unlock the ‘black-box processes’ of many geomorphological research disciplines.
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